CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE

Welcome
Welcome to the 2020 Progress
Printing Gifting Guide. Showing
appreciation to your staff and clients
who have stuck by your side this
year has never been more important.
Show them how much they mean
to your business by treating them
to something special. We are here
to help by offering you access to the
best selection of premium and price
effective products.
To make things easier for you we
have selected a range of gifts that
make mailing hassle free, look out
for the little envelope symbol
through the catalogue. Chat to our
team about all the different branding
options available. Contact us on
1300 967 247 and get your 2020
gifts sorted!
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Specifications, information and products featured in this catalogue are
subject to change.
The price points quoted are indications of pricing only and do not include
setup charges. Please contact us for more information and a quote.
Products displayed are not actual size and the logos used are for reference only
to illustrate branding options.
They are the property of their owners and represent no endorsement of this
brochure or its content.
Product colours illustrated are matched as closely as the print process will allow
and should be considered to be approximate.
Actual product colours can also vary from shipment to shipment and this is
beyond our control. Always ask to see a sample to ensure the product colour
and the product itself are suitable for the intended purpose as we do not accept
returns due to minor colour variations or the product being deemed unsuitable
once it is delivered.
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Under

$10

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Crema Coffee Plunger Small
115042
Smart 350ml coffee plunger which is manufactured
from strong, lightweight borosilicate glass and BPAfree polypropylene. It is presented in a black gift box.
This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing
is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Imitation Etch

Fairmont Photo Frame
116747
Smart PU photo frame with an on-trend, heather
style fabric finish. The frame will fit a standard
10x15cm photo and has a stand for portrait or
landscape display.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print

Under

$5

Ballantyne Bottle
Opener
116584
Classic stainless steel bottle opener with a
unique leather-look PU grip which changes
colour when it is laser engraved. The black
bottle opener engraves to silver and brown
engraves to black. Ballantyne is presented in a
black gift box.
Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving
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Under

$10

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

3-in-1 Lens Kit

Under

$5

113599
Lens kit for smartphones which is presented in an
compact EVA carry case. It has a 180 degree fisheye
lens, a .67 wide angle lens and a macro lens for taking
close ups. The lenses screw into a spring-loaded clip
which holds them in place over the camera of the
smartphone. Branding is on the EVA carry case and
lens clip.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print

Under

$10

Manhattan Toiletry
Bag
114092
Toiletry bag with a carry handle and a
smart shiny chrome zip. It is manufactured
from poly-canvas with an on-trend heather
style finish.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer

Under

$10

Cascade Cooler Bag
112973
Small 4.2L cooler bag with PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner.
The outer construction is poly-canvas with an
on-trend heather style finish. It has a zippered
top closure, a slip pocket on the front and an
adjustable woven shoulder strap.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$10

Ambassador Pen
109989
Twist action brass ball pen which has a lacquered barrel and shiny
chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill with 1600 metres of
writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality.
Ambassador laser engraves to a mirror finish and can be presented in
an optional velvet sleeve or a gift box.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

Under

$10

Sovereign Pen
113589
Ornate twist action ball pen which has a comfortable leather look PU
lower barrel with a smart stitched finish. It has a brass upper barrel
and a spring loaded metal clip. The upper barrel, clip, centre ring and
tip are finished with shiny chrome plating. Sovereign has a blue large
volume refill with 1800 metres of German manufactured Dokumental
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. The
upper barrel laser engraves to a natural etch and Sovereign can be
presented in an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.
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Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$10

Pierre Cardin Notebook - Small
113314
Pierre Cardin have combined style and functionality to produce this
outstanding small notebook with 96 leaves (192 pages) of acid free
80gsm lined paper. It has a hard cover with a delightfully textured
PU leather finish and an expandable pocket inside the back cover.
Other features include a bookmark ribbon, an elastic closure band
and a removable Pierre Cardin paper band. The Pierre Cardin logo
is tastefully debossed on the back cover and subtly printed on the
bottom corner of each page.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Direct Digital • Debossing

Under

$10

Phoenix Recycled Soft Cover
Notebook
200233
Environmentally-conscious notebook with a soft cover which is
manufactured from recycled leather, giving the notebook a unique
textured finish and a natural look. The notebook is presented in a
natural unbleached cardboard sleeve and has 80 pages (160 leaves)
of 70gsm lined cream paper with a date grid printed on each page.
Other features include a bookmark ribbon, an elastic band closure
and a recycled leather icon on the back cover.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$10

Under

$10

Metro Cup
113053
Fashion inspired 340ml reusable glass coffee cup with
a secure push on silicone lid and a wide heat-resistant
silicone band. The lid and band can be mixed and
matched in any colour combination from the standard
colours at no extra cost. Up to five different colour
combinations are included in the price and more are
available for an additional charge. Glass is a natural
choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers an ecofriendly alternative to single use paper cups. Metro
Cup is presented in an unbleached cardboard gift box
with a window to show the branding and product care
instructions are printed on one side. An optional gift
tube is available for presentation. This product is not
dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Debossed • Digital Print
6
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Venus Glass Bottle
111271
Deluxe 600ml borosilicate glass drink bottle which features
a secure screw on stainless steel lid that can be laser
engraved with a logo. Borosilicate is a lightweight glass
that is exceptionally strong and shatter-resistant. Glass is a
natural choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers a safe and
eco-friendly alternative. This product is not intended to be
used with carbonated or hot liquids. It can be presented in
an optional gift tube. The bottle is not dishwasher safe and
handwashing is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Imitation Etch • Laser Engraving

Tornado Coffee Cup
116137

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

BPA-free 400ml double wall coffee cup which will keep drinks
hot for longer. It features a radical twist patterned stainless
steel outer wall and a polypropylene inner wall. Tornado has
a secure plastic push on lid with a splashproof sliding closure
and a soft non-marking base. The black, white and gunmetal
cups laser engrave to a shiny steel finish and the silver cups
engrave to a natural etch. This product is not dishwasher safe
and handwashing is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

Under

$10

Vento Double Wall Cup
200300
Sleek 300ml double wall coffee cup which has a stainless
steel outer wall and a polypropylene inner wall. It will keep
drinks hot or cold for longer and has a secure screw on
lid with a splashproof flip closure. The white and black
cups laser engrave to a shiny steel finish and the stainless
steel cup laser engraves to a natural etch. Vento has a soft
non-marking base and can be presented in an optional
black gift box. This product is not dishwasher safe and
handwashing is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

Under

$10

Tennessee Hip Flask
113323
200ml stainless steel hip flask with a hinged screw top
lid. It laser engraves to a natural etch and is presented
in a black gift box.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

Under

$10
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$15

Demio Notebook and Pen Gift Set
116690
Stylish gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It includes
a medium-size Demio Notebook and a retractable aluminium Lancer
Pen. The notebook has a flexible PU cover which thermo debosses
to a stunning two-tone finish and features 112 leaves (224 pages) of
colour-edged 80gsm cream paper with lines. The notebook includes
a pen holder in the spine and a bookmark ribbon. The pen has shiny
anodised coloured barrels and a matt anodised silver barrel, all of
which have shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill
with 1200 metres of writing ink. Lancer laser engraves to an oxidised
white colour.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Laser Engraving • Direct Digital
• Thermo Debossing

Under

$15

Headlamp Beanie
113964
Radical knitted acrylic beanie with twin layer construction for extra
warmth, a roll up cuff and a unique built in head lamp. The lamp
has three light settings and uses futuristic COB (Chips on Board)
technology which increases both the light intensity and the battery
life. The light module is easily removed from the beanie and plugs
into any USB port or a mains adaptor for recharging. It is supplied
with an instruction leaflet.
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Branding Options:
• Embroidery
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$20

Neva Water Bottle - Metal
110008
Exceptional 500ml BPA-free stainless steel water bottle from XD
which has a secure screw on lid with a woven carry strap that
acts as a quick release for the flip out drinking valve. The bottle
laser engraves to a natural etch and is nicely presented in an XD
gift box. This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is
recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

Under

$20

Caldera Vacuum Flask
113780
Compact 380ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel
food flask which is perfect for hot lunches or snacks on the go
and is BPA-free. It is also ideal for keeping yoghurt and desserts
cool. Caldera has a secure screw on lid with a handy carry handle
and it will keep food hot or cold for hours. The white and black
flasks engrave to a shiny steel finish and the stainless steel flask
laser engraves to a natural etch. The flask is presented in a black
gift box. This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is
recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Laser Engraving
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$15

Riviera Double Wall Glass Cup
116579
Crystal-clear 310ml cup that is manufactured from BPA-free
borosilicate glass which is extremely light and strong. The double wall
construction prevents condensation from cold beverages and keeps
drinks hot for longer while the outside remains comfortable to hold.
Riviera is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Imitation Etch

Under

$20

Sirocco Coaster Set of 6
116581
Stylish set of six round coasters in a smart semi-enclosed round case.
They are manufactured from a unique PU that changes colour when it
is laser engraved. The black coaster engraves to silver and the brown
coaster engraves to black. The coasters have matching stitching and a
soft non-marking base. Sirocco is presented in a black gift box.
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Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$15

Slate Serving Board
115104
Deluxe natural slate serving board with four soft non-slip
and non-marking polyurethane pads on the base. It has
natural hemp rope handles and is beautifully presented in
an unbleached cardboard gift box.
Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving

Under

$15

Marlborough Wine Glass
Holder
116731
Elegant wine glass holder which is manufactured from
acacia wood. It sits neatly on the neck of a wine bottle
and holds two wine glasses. Marlborough is presented
in a black gift box. Wood is a natural material which
produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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Under

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

$20

Milford Duffle Bag
111454
Carry on size duffle bag which is manufactured from poly-canvas
with an on-trend heather style finish. It has woven carry handles
with a Velcro cuff and an adjustable woven shoulder strap which
is removable. Other features include two zippered end pockets, a
zippered side pocket and a tough 600D polyester base.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer • Embroidery

Under

$20

Aspiring Cooler Bag - Elite
116469
Elite cooler bag with thick PE foam insulation encased in a
waterproof PEVA inner liner. The outer construction is premium
heather style poly-canvas with a large zippered front pocket and two
mesh side pockets. Other features include a zippered top closure,
smart zipper pulls, a woven carry handle and trendy elastic lacing
which is ideal for holding a sweater or light jacket.
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Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer • Embroidery
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$20

Patronus Umbrella
116617
Premium eight-panel sports umbrella which has a strong 190T
pongee canopy with a smart silver finish on the underside. It has
automatic opening and a windproof fibreglass frame with 76cm
ribs. Other features include a fibreglass shaft with a soft EVA
hand grip, tough polypropylene tips, a Velcro tie and a matching
pongee sleeve.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer

Under

$25

Bobby Bluetooth Speaker
112178
Design inspired Bluetooth speaker which delivers crystal-clear
stereo sound and has an eye catching, spherical soft-touch
base that allows it to wobble but it will never fall over. Bobby is
compatible with all mobile devices that support Bluetooth with a
wireless connectivity range of approximately 10 metres and can
also be used with an audio cable. It will play music for 3-4 hours
and is easily recharged from a laptop, a power bank or a USB
mains adapter. It is presented in a matt black box with a Micro-B
USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$40

Under

$30

Cordia Vacuum Gift Set
118370
Stunning double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel
drinkware set which is beautifully presented in a black
gift box. The set includes a 500ml Mirage Powder
Coated Vacuum Bottle and a 300ml Cordia Vacuum
Cup which is also powder coated. Mirage has a secure
screw-on stainless steel lid and will keep drinks cold for
up to 24 hours and hot for up to 12 hours. Cordia has a
transparent push-on lid with a sliding closure, and will
keep drinks hot for up to three hours. Both items are
BPA-free and laser engrave to a shiny steel finish, except
for the silver bottle and cup, which do not have a powder
coated finish and laser engrave to a natural etch. These
products are not dishwasher safe and handwashing is
recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Laser Engraving
• Rotary Digital Print
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Tivoli Double Wall Glass Set 410ml
116392
Exquisite set of two 410ml double wall glasses which are
presented in a black gift box. They are manufactured from
borosilicate glass which is incredibly light and very strong.
The double wall construction keeps drinks hot for longer
while the outside of the glass remains comfortable to hold
and it keeps drinks cold without messy condensation. They
are ideal for use as on-trend coffee cups or for serving icy
cold beverages. Tivoli glasses are also great for frozen
desserts which need to stay frozen for as long as possible.
This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is
recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Imitation Etch

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$35

Under

$15

Jarvis 10k Wireless Charging
Power Bank
NZ:117810
AU:200309
State-of-the-art 5W wireless charging power bank that
can charge two devices at once. It will charge devices
that are enabled for wireless charging simply by placing
them on top of the power bank. It also offers conventional
charging for almost any phone with a wraparound cable
that fits neatly into the housing. It has a Type-C connector
and a unique double-sided connector with Lightning on
one side and Micro-B USB on the other. The cable is also
used for recharging the power bank from a USB port or a
mains adaptor. Jarvis has 10,000mAh of power storage, an
input power of 5V/2A and an output power of 5V/2.4A. It is
presented in a white box with an instruction leaflet and an
optional EVA carry case is available on request.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Direct Digital

Nomad Deco Vacuum Bottle Powder Coated
115848
Impressive 650ml BPA-free, double wall, vacuum
insulated stainless steel drink bottle which has an
extremely durable powder coated matt finish. It will keep
drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours. It has a
trendy screw on lid with a stainless steel carry handle that
offers a prominent branding opportunity and is available
in full stainless steel or with a bamboo veneer. Bamboo is
a natural material which produces unavoidable variances
in the grain pattern, colour and branding. The lid laser
engraves to a natural etch and the bottle laser engraves
to a shiny steel finish. It is nicely presented in a black
gift box or an optional gift tube. This product is not
dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Pad Print • Rotary Digital Print • Laser
Engraving
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$35

Oslo Luxury Blanket
112592
Luxurious 1524mm x 1270mm soft fleecy blanket which is ideal for use at home or at any outdoor event. It is
manufactured from 240gsm shu velveteen fleece with a 190gsm poly-velvet liner. It is beautifully presented in a reusable
clear carry bag with a zippered closure
Branding Options:
• Embroidery
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$30

Homestead Serving Board
115953
Smart serving board which is manufactured from acacia wood. It has
a leather strap which can be used for hanging the board up when
not in use. The serving board laser engraves to a natural etch and
is beautifully presented in a matt black gift box. Wood is a natural
material which produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding.
Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving

Under

$40

Coventry Cheese Board
115955
Large rustic cheese board with natural rope handles which is
manufactured from acacia wood. It has a cheese knife with its
own compartment so it is always ready for use. The cheese board
laser engraves to a natural etch and is beautifully presented in a
matt black gift box. Wood is a natural material which produces
unavoidable variances in the grain pattern, colour and branding.
Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

Under

$25

$35

Denver Picnic Blanket

Outdoor Wine Table

112559

115961

Smart 1800mm x 1300mm picnic blanket that folds into
a compact unit which has a Velcro closure and a carry
handle. It is manufactured from woven acrylic with a
waterproof PEVA backing.

Unique two person wine table which is manufactured from
acacia wood. It has a tough wooden spike which screws
into the table top and pushes into the ground making
it ideal for use in most outdoor situations including the
beach. Both wine glasses are held securely by sliding the
stems into the table and this leaves room for some snacks.
It laser engraves to a natural etch and is presented flat
packed in a matt black gift box. Wood is a natural material
which produces unavoidable variances in the grain
pattern, colour and branding.

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer • Embroidery

Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving
18
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

Under

$30

$35

Canvas Cooler Bag

Iceland Cooler Basket

116660

111455

Impressive large 32L cooler bag with PE foam insulation
encased in a PEVA inner liner. The outer construction
is natural 410gsm heavy cotton canvas with stunning
leather-look PU accents. It has woven carry handles with
a domed cuff closure and woven shoulder straps which
are adjustable and removable. Other features include a
zippered top closure and a large front slip pocket.

Outstanding large 16L cooler basket with a strong
aluminium frame which folds flat when it is not in use. It
has PE foam insulation encased in a waterproof PEVA
inner liner and a secure zippered top opening. The outer
construction is poly-canvas with an on-trend heather
style finish. Iceland has a handy slip pocket on the front
and soft rubber hand grips.

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer • Embroidery

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer • Embroidery
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Under

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

$65

Bass Bluetooth Speaker
116744
Stylish 10W Bluetooth speaker that combines quality sound with
sustainable design. The case is manufactured from natural bamboo
and the fabric is produced from a combination of organic cotton,
hemp and recycled PET. Playback can be controlled directly from the
speaker and it has a microphone for phone calls. Bass can also be
used with an AUX cable and has a woven carry handle. It has a playing
time of up to six hours and is easily recharged from a laptop, a power
bank or a USB mains adapter. Bass is presented in a black box with an
instruction leaflet, a Micro-B USB cable and an AUX cable. Wood is
a natural material which produces unavoidable variances in the grain
pattern, colour and branding.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print

Under

$55

Montgomery Cheese Board
115957
Elegant cheese board which is manufactured from acacia wood. It
has four soft non-marking pads on the base and a compact drawer
which opens to reveal a set of three cheese knives and a cheese
fork. Montgomery laser engraves to a natural etch and is beautifully
presented in a matt black gift box. Wood is a natural material which
produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern, colour and
branding.
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Branding Options:
• Laser Engraving
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Arcadia Picnic Backpack
112790

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Embroidery • Digital Transfer

Under

$60
Hampton Picnic Bag
112791
Classically designed four person picnic bag which
is manufactured from poly-canvas that has an
on-trend, heather style fabric finish. It has a large
zippered cooler compartment which is lined with
thick PE foam insulation encased in a waterproof
PEVA inner liner. The side compartment has a
zip around closure that allows it to open out to
90 degrees revealing plates, cutlery, napkins and
glasses for four people as well as salt and pepper
shakers. Other features include an external zippered
pocket, carry handles with a PU/Velcro wrap and a
removable shoulder strap which is adjustable and
has a comfortable shoulder pad.

Under

$60

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Embroidery • Digital Transfer

Xenotec 20k Power Bank
NZ:113546
AU:115608

Under

$60

Next-generation power bank that utilises twin high
density lithium ion batteries to produce an incredible
power to size ratio. It has a massive 20,000mAh
capacity and will charge two devices at once. The
input power is 5V/2.0 Amps and the output power is
5V/2.1 Amps. It has a handy power gauge and can
be recharged in 12-13 hours from a USB port or a
mains adapter. Comprehensive instructions and a
Micro-B USB cable are included. An optional EVA
carry case and a triple connector cable are available
on request.
Branding Options:
• Direct Digital

CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Superb four person picnic backpack which is
manufactured from poly-canvas that has an on-trend
heather style fabric finish. It has a large zippered
cooler compartment at the front which is lined with
thick PE foam insulation encased in a waterproof
PEVA inner liner. The rear compartment has a
zip around closure that allows it to open out to
90 degrees revealing plates, cutlery, napkins and
glasses for four people. There is also a wine waiters
knife and salt and pepper shakers. Other features
include an external zippered pocket on the back, a
padded front for comfortable carrying, adjustable
shoulder straps and a carry handle.

C O R P O R AT E G I F T S

Under

$75

Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack
111278
The Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack from XD Design has a myriad of
security and safety features. It has a unique zero entry main zip
closure, two secure hidden pockets, reflective night safety strips
and cut-resistant internal panels on the front and sides. Bobby has
breathable back and shoulder padding and a revolutionary weight
dispersal system which effectively reduces shoulder weight by up
to 20 per cent. Other features include the choice of three opening
angles, an external phone charging port, a luxury carry handle and a
luggage strap so it can slide onto a rolling suitcase handle. The outer
construction has two layers of tough waterproof polyester with shock
absorbing foam and the cut resistant panels sandwiched between
them. All of the internal pockets are padded and Bobby is presented
in an unbleached cardboard gift box with carry handles.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print

Under

$115

Onyx Noise Cancelling Headphones
116587
Premium Bluetooth headphones that are designed for superior
comfort and the ultimate crystal-clear stereo sound reproduction.
They are compatible with mobile devices that support Bluetooth, but
also have AUX capability so they can be used with a cable. Onyx’s
active noise control (ANC) function reduces unwanted ambient noise
to improve sound quality when in a louder environment. The volume
and track are able to be changed directly from the headphones and
they have a microphone that allows the user to receive and make
phone calls. They can be recharged from any USB port or a mains
adapter and are beautifully presented in an elegant EVA carry case
with a Micro-B USB cable, a 3.5mm AUX cable and an instruction
leaflet.
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Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Debossing • Direct Digital
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Swiss Peak products are your companions, in whatever journey you undertake. You are
at the centre of every product that carries the ‘brand with the coat-of-arms’. Active,
adventurous, and ambitious represent the keywords that define the development and
selection of Swiss Peak products.

SWISS PEAK

This results in high quality functional gifts, destined to join you on your of life’s journey,
wherever it may lead. Their goal; find the ideal combination of functional design,
superior quality, and a subtle touch of luxury. This in combination with the latest
innovations, creates a product which is highly appreciated.

Under

Under

$20

Swiss Peak Toiletry Bag
108607
Travel in style with the luxury Swiss Peak toiletry bag. It
is manufactured from 1680D polyester with one main
compartment containing four smaller compartments, two
mesh open pockets, one mesh zippered pocket and a
handy hook.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print

24
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$30

Swiss Peak Elite Copper
Vacuum Flask
116489
Stylish one litre double wall, vacuum insulated stainless
steel flask. It has a unique copper lining on the inner wall
which improves its performance and the outer wall has
a tough powder coated finish. Elite will keep drinks hot
for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24 hours. It has a
secure lid with convenient push button pouring and its
own screw on cup. This precision vacuum flask is BPA-free
and laser engraves to a shiny steel finish. It is presented in
a Swiss Peak gift box with an information leaflet included.
This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is
recommended.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE

Under

$80

SWISS PEAK

Under

$75

Swiss Peak Headphones

Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker

112175

112163

Swiss Peak excels at combining superb functionality with
fashion and their Bluetooth headphones are no exception.
These headphones produce incredible stereo sound and
feature trendy aluminium ear cases combined with PU
cushions that are as light as a feather. They are compatible
with all devices that support Bluetooth and have the
option of using an audio cable. The headphones have a
continuous playing time of approximately eight hours and
are easily recharged from a USB port or a mains adaptor.
They have a luxury carry case and are presented in a Swiss
Peak gift box with a Micro-B USB cable, an audio cable
and an instruction leaflet.

The unique Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker is an essential
multi-purpose device for camping, tramping, hunting,
boating, barbeques, outdoor events or at the beach.
The main unit includes a power bank with a 4500mAh
rechargeable lithium ion battery that can be used for
charging phones etc. Also included is a 3W Bluetooth
speaker which can be connected via the main unit to the
lithium ion battery and it will play music for an incredible
18 hours. The main unit is rain and dust proof and has a
250 lumen LED lantern as well as a four-function torch.
It is presented in a delightful Swiss Peak gift box with a
Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Branding Options:
• Pad Print

Branding Options:
• Pad Print
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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The Moleskine® notebook is the heir and successor to the legendary notebook used
by artists and thinkers over the past two centuries: among them Vincent Van Gogh,
Pablo Picasso and Ernest Hemingway.

MOLESKINE

Today Moleskine® offers an eco-system of objects which inspires imaginations and
fuels creative practice, versatile tools for both every day and extraordinary journeys.

Under

Under

$15

Moleskine® Volant Journal Large
118225
Capture and share everyday notes and ideas before they
fly away with these fun and flexible A5 notebooks. The
Volant Journal features 96 leaves (192 pages) of 70g/
m² Moleskine ivory-coloured lined paper with rounded
edges. Every page is perforated so notes can easily be
taken out and shared. Each journal includes the history
of Moleskine and a page of adhesive flags to help mark
important pages and ideas. A customisable ’In case
of loss’ notice is printed on the first page, while the
Moleskine logo is subtly debossed on the back cover
and printed on the inside front cover. Please note this
product cannot be supplied unbranded or without the
Moleskine logo. Moleskine reserves the right to decline
any custom project or artwork that does not align with
their brand on a case-by-case basis.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Debossing
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$35

®

Moleskine Classic Notebook
117221 - Moleskine Classic Hard Cover - Large
117223 - Moleskine Classic Soft Cover - Large
The Moleskine Classic Notebook is the heir and successor
to the legendary notebook adopted by artists and thinkers
over the past two centuries, used today by contemporary
creatives. It is a reliable travel companion, perfect for
capturing thoughts and ideas on the move. The A5
notebook features 120 leaves (240 pages) of 70g/m²
Moleskine ivory-coloured lined paper with rounded edges,
a bookmark ribbon, and an elastic closure for privacy. The
expandable back pocket provides space for storing notes
throughout the day and includes the history of Moleskine.
A customizable ’In case of loss’ notice is printed on the
first page, while the Moleskine logo is subtly debossed
on the back cover and printed on the inside front cover.
Hard covers and soft covers are available. Please note this
product cannot be supplied unbranded or without the
Moleskine logo. Moleskine reserves the right to decline
any custom project or artwork that does not align with their
brand on a case-by-case basis.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Direct Digital • Debossing

CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE

MOLESKINE

Under

$65

Moleskine®Classic Leather Hard Cover Notebook - Large
118226
The Classic Leather Notebook is designed to enfold precious handwritten notes in premium Italian leather. This luxury
notebook contains 88 leaves (176 pages) of 100g/m² lined Moleskine ivory-coloured paper which is designed to support
a wide range of professional and creative writing instruments. Other features include a customisable ’In case of loss’
notice printed on the first page, a matching bookmark ribbon, and an elastic closure for privacy. The Moleskine logo is
subtly debossed on the back cover and printed on the inside front cover. A wonderfully refined space just waiting to be
filled with your unique contents, the Classic Leather Notebook is presented in a neat box with a cut-out lid that allows
you to experience the tactile, pebbled leather cover. Please note this product cannot be supplied unbranded or without
the Moleskine logo. Moleskine reserves the right to decline any custom project or artwork that does not align with their
brand on a case-by-case basis.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Screen Print • Direct Digital • Debossing
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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TITLEIST

Co-brand with golf’s symbol of excellence and create a corporate gift
that golf and sports enthusiasts will truly appreciate.
For over 70 years, Titleist has been the most played golf ball across
the worldwide professional tours, with more players trusting Titleist
than all other brands combined. Painstaking research and thoughtful
design make Titleist the industry leader and give their products a
competitive edge.

Under

Under

$130

$50

per Dozen

Titleist Pro V1
118392
Titleist golf balls are the number 1 balls on tour and
perfect for all skill levels. The PRO V1 is one of the best
known and highly regarded golf balls on the planet. It is
faster from core to cover and has been designed to leave
the club-face with more ball speed and lower long game
spin to achieve more distance while providing the best
short game control to help golfers shoot lower scores. It
has a very soft feel that produces enhanced Drop-andStop greenside control which stops iron shots much
faster than harder balls. The PRO V1 is nicely presented
in boxes of three in an outer box of one dozen balls. The
branding on the packaging is subject to change without
notice and this product must be ordered in dozens.
Please note this product cannot be supplied unbranded
or without the Titleist logo.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print
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Titleist Performance Ball
Marker Cap
118429
The Titleist Performance Ball Marker Cap offers style and
functionality that lives up to the brand’s reputation for
driving excellence on the golf course. This outstanding
six-panel cap is manufactured from Titleist’s proprietary
moisture-wicking performance material which is legendary
for its odour-reducing properties, anti-microbial technology
and UV sun protection. A conveniently placed magnet in
the pre-curved peak holds a metal Titleist branded ball
marker for easy access on the green. Other features include
embroidered eyelets for improved airflow, an absorbent
sweatband and an adjustable Velcro closure so one size
fits most people. The Titleist logo is boldly branded on the
front and the cap can be tastefully co-branded on one or
both of the back panels. Please note this product cannot
be supplied unbranded or without the Titleist logo.
Branding Options:
• Embroidery

TITLEIST

Under

Under

$140

$160

Titleist Players Backpack

Titleist Players Boston Bag

118400

118399

The Titleist Players Backpack combines superior quality
with functional style and lives up to the brand’s reputation
as golf’s symbol of excellence. The adjustable and
breathable shoulder straps, ample foam lumbar support
and spacious main compartments make it ideal for
golfers or day trippers. Manufactured from durable 600D
polyester it features three zippered compartments with
generous internal organisation to securely stow a 15-inch
laptop, books, wallets, pens and more. The smaller front
compartment has a discrete internal zippered valuables
pocket, a Velcro pocket, and a carabiner clip. Other
features include a front zippered pocket which can be
co-branded, two large side drink bottle sleeves, a sturdy
rubber carry handle and a luggage strap so it can slide
onto a rolling suitcase handle. The Titleist logo is subtly
branded at the top of the main compartment and on the
right shoulder strap. Please note this product cannot be
supplied unbranded or without the Titleist logo.

Designed for the athlete on the go the Titleist Players
Boston Bag is also perfect for carry-on luggage. It is
manufactured from durable 600D polyester and lives
up to Titleist’s reputation as golf’s symbol of excellence
with its stylish, classic design. The bag features an
easy-access shoe compartment, an exterior zippered
valuables pocket which can be co-branded, two interior
zippered pockets and an interior mesh pocket to
securely stow personal items. It has woven carry handles
which snap together and a padded adjustable shoulder
strap. As a finishing touch, the Titleist logo is subtly
branded on a premium rubber patch above the exterior
pocket. Please note this product cannot be supplied
unbranded or without the Titleist logo.
Branding Options:
• Embroidery

Branding Options:
• Embroidery
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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A BLUNT umbrella is as much a fashion accessory as a high performing product.
With a unique patented style, shape and a pop of colour, you will always stand
out no matter the weather - turning heads while keeping yours dry.

BLUNT

The Blunt™ umbrella is a perfect blend of form and function. The
patented Blunt™ tips open like miniature umbrellas within custom
pockets at the canopy edge and perform multiple purposes to make
the Blunt™ umbrella what it is. They create even tensioning of the
canopy, providing a far superior structure and aerodynamic surface
for overall superior performance, and the rounded edges mean
the tips are far safer than traditional umbrellas. The design means
that Blunt™ umbrellas perform in all weather conditions – including
winds of up to 115kmh.

Under

$90

Under

$100

BLUNT Metro Umbrella

BLUNT Coupe Umbrella

118435

118436

The BLUNT Metro umbrella is compact, convenient,
collapsible, and perfectly sized to provide excellent
coverage without taking up too much street space. The
190T pongee canopy opens automatically with the push
of a button and the six-rib, 55cm aluminium and steel
frame is designed to withstand winds of up to 88km/h. All
BLUNT umbrellas feature patented tips which open like
miniature umbrellas within pockets at the canopy edge
to reinforce the umbrella. They also create even tension
across the canopy and give BLUNT umbrellas their highly
recognisable trademarked shape. The BLUNT logo is
subtly debossed on the easy-grip handle and discreetly
branded on the edge of the canopy and the Velcro
closure strap. Metro has a matching pongee sleeve with
a side zip and is presented in an eco-friendly, unbleached
cardboard box. The branding on the box is subject to
change and each umbrella is backed by a two-year global
manufacturer’s warranty. BLUNT reserves the right to
decline any custom project or artwork that does not align
with their brand on a case-by-case basis.

At only 430g, the BLUNT Coupe is a lightweight,
full-length umbrella which means coverage isn’t
compromised for convenience. The six-rib, 58cm
aluminium frame and 190T pongee canopy are
designed to withstand winds of up to 115km/h. All
BLUNT umbrellas feature patented tips which open like
miniature umbrellas within pockets at the canopy edge
to reinforce the umbrella. They also create even tension
across the canopy and give BLUNT umbrellas their highly
recognisable trademarked shape. The BLUNT logo is
subtly debossed on the easy-grip handle and discreetly
branded on the edge of the canopy and the Velcro
closure strap. Coupe is presented in an eco-friendly,
unbleached cardboard box. The branding on the box is
subject to change and each umbrella is backed by a twoyear global manufacturer’s warranty. BLUNT reserves the
right to decline any custom project or artwork that does
not align with their brand on a case-by-case basis.

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer
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Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer

BLUNT

Under

$110

Under

$125

BLUNT Classic Umbrella

BLUNT Exec Umbrella

118437

118438

BLUNT’s original full-size, full-length and fully tensioned
high-performance umbrella is the must-have companion
for day-long downpours. The six-rib, 65cm aluminium
frame and 190T pongee canopy are designed to withstand
winds of up to 115km/h. All BLUNT umbrellas feature
patented tips which open like miniature umbrellas within
pockets at the canopy edge to reinforce the umbrella.
They also create even tension across the canopy and give
BLUNT umbrellas their highly recognisable trademarked
shape. The BLUNT logo is subtly debossed on the
easy-grip handle and discreetly branded on the edge
of the canopy and the Velcro closure strap. The Classic
umbrella is presented in an eco-friendly, unbleached
cardboard box. The branding on the box is subject to
change and each umbrella is backed by a two-year global
manufacturer’s warranty. BLUNT reserves the right to
decline any custom project or artwork that does not align
with their brand on a case-by-case basis.

The Exec is the largest full-length street umbrella in
the BLUNT range and is big enough for at least two
people making it perfect for rainy morning coffee runs or
lunchtime meetings. The 190T pongee canopy provides
plenty of cover and the six-rib, 77cm fibreglass frame
is designed to withstand winds of up to 115km/h. All
BLUNT umbrellas feature patented tips which open like
miniature umbrellas within pockets at the canopy edge
to reinforce the umbrella. They also create even tension
across the canopy and give BLUNT umbrellas their
highly recognisable trademarked shape. The BLUNT
logo is subtly debossed on the easy-grip handle and
discreetly branded on the edge of the canopy and the
Velcro closure strap. Exec has a heavy duty carry sleeve
with a shoulder strap and is presented in an eco-friendly,
unbleached cardboard box. The branding on the box is
subject to change and each umbrella is backed by a twoyear global manufacturer’s warranty. BLUNT reserves the
right to decline any custom project or artwork that does
not align with their brand on a case-by-case basis.

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer

Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer
CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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Lamy writing instruments embody the best German design tradition and
engineering art. They stand out by virtue of innovation, reliability, restraint and
status which does not relate to luxury but to intelligence.

LAMY

With an annual production of over 8 million writing instruments, Lamy today
is not only the market leader in Germany but has developed to become an
internationally sought-after brand. The company continues to inspire writing
enthusiasts around the world with its innovative colours and surface finishes.

Under

Under

$30

$15

Lamy Logo Pen
113794
Timeless retractable ball pen which is manufactured from
highly polished ABS plastic with a finely tuned, springloaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome accents. It
has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink
and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality.
Logo is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand
tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and it is beautifully
presented in a LAMY gift box.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print
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Lamy Logo Pen - Brushed
Steel
113795
Classic ball pen which is manufactured from highly
polished ABS plastic with a design inspired metal springloaded clip and a soft rubber push button. It has a black
LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink and a
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. Safari
is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully
moulded in the upper barrel and it is beautifully presented
in a LAMY gift box.
Branding Options:
• Pad Print

Under

$50

$75

Lamy Logo Pen and Pencil Set

Lamy Studio Pen

113797

113801

Superb pen and pencil set featuring a brushed stainless
steel retractable ball pen delightfully partnered with a
matching mechanical pencil. Both have a finely tuned,
spring-loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome
accents. The ball pen has a black LAMY M16 refill with
8000 metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball for
improved writing quality. The pencil has a 0.5mm LAMY
M41 HB lead refill and both barrels laser engrave to a
natural etch. Logo is 100% made in Germany with the
LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and
the set is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.

Elegant twist action ball pen with the choice of a brushed
stainless steel barrel and a heavy brass barrel with matt
finishes. This stunning pen features a unique propeller
inspired clip with matching shiny chrome accents. It has
a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink
and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality.
Studio is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand
tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and it is beautifully
presented in a LAMY gift box. The stainless steel barrel
laser engraves to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel
laser engraves to a mirror finish.

Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving

Branding Options:
• Pad Print • Laser Engraving
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LAMY

Under

P R E S E N TAT I O N

Cotton Gift Bag
200245 - Cotton Gift Bag - Small
111805 - Cotton Gift Bag - Medium
111806 - Cotton Gift Bag - Large
Drawstring gift bag which is available
in three sizes and is manufactured from
135gsm cotton.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print • Digital Transfer
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Laminated Carry Bag

107582
107586
107590
107594

108511
108512
108513
108514

- Paper Carry Bag - Small
- Paper Carry Bag - Medium
- Paper Carry Bag - Large
- Paper Carry Bag - Extra Large

Paper carry bag which is available in four convenient sizes
and is manufactured from tough 160gsm craft paper.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print

P R E S E N TAT I O N

Paper Carry Bag

- Laminated Carry Bag - Small
- Laminated Carry Bag - Medium
- Laminated Carry Bag - Large
- Laminated Carry Bag - Extra Large

Paper carry bag with strong woven polyester handles that
is available in four convenient sizes. It is manufactured
from 157gsm laminated art paper.
Branding Options:
• Screen Print

CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE
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M

A
3-in-1 Lens Kit
Ambassador Pen
Arcadia Picnic Backpack
Aspiring Cooler Bag - Elite

3
4
21
12

B
Ballantyne Bottle Opener
Bass Bluetooth Speaker
Bluetooth Speaker Vacuum Bottle
Blunt Classic Umbrella
Blunt Coupe Umbrella
Blunt Exec Umbrella
Blunt Metro Umbrella
Bobby Anti Theft Backpack
Bobby Bluetooth Speaker

2
20
15
30
31
31
30
22
13

C

I N D E X

Caldera Vacuum Flask
Canvas Cooler Bag
Cascade Cooler Bag
Conventry Cheese Board
Cordia Vacuum Gift Set
Crema Coffee Plunger - Small

9
19
3
17
14
2

D
Demio Notebook and Pen Gift Set
Denver Picnic Blanket

8
18

F

Manhattan Toiletry Bag
Marlborough Wine Glass Holder
Metro Cup
Milford Duffle Bag
Moleskine Classic Hard Cover - Large
Moleskine Classic Leather Notebook
Moleskine Classic Soft Cover - Large
Moleskine Volant Journal - Large
Montgomery Cheese Board

N
Neva Water Bottle - Metal

2

H
Hampton Picnic Bag
Headlamp Beanie
Homestead Serving Board

21
8
17

I
Iceland Cooler Basket

9

O
Onyx Noise Cancelling Headphones
Oslo Luxury Blanket
Outdoor Wine Table

22
16
15

P
Patronus Umbrella
Phoenix Recycled Soft Cover Notebook
Pierre Cardin Notebook - Small
Presentation
Cotton Gift Bag
Paper Carry Bag
Laminated Carry Bag

13
5
5
34
35
35

R
Riviera Double Wall Glass Cup

Fairmont Photo Frame

3
11
6
12
26
27
26
26
20

13

S
Sirocco Coaster Set of 4
Slate Serving Board
Sovereign Pen
Swiss Peak 4-in1 Speaker
Swiss Peak Elite Copper Vacuum Flask
Swiss Peak Headphones
Swiss Peak Toiletry Bag

10
11
4
25
24
25
24

19

T
J
Jarvis 10k Wireless Charging Power Bank

15

L
Lamy Pen
Lamy Logo Pen
Lamy Safari
Lamy Logo Pen and Pencil Set
Lamy Studio Pen

32
32
33
33

Tennessee Hip Flask
Titelist Players Backpack
Titelist Players Boston Bag
Titleist Performance Ball Marker Cap
Titleist Pro V1
Tivoli Double Wall Glass Set - 410ml
Tornado Coffee Cup

7
29
29
28
28
14
7

V
Vento Double Wall Cup
Venus Glass Bottle

7
6

X
Xenotec 20k Power Bank

36
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Have you seen our
2021 Calendar range!

Go to www.progressprinting.com.au
to view the online selection

P 1800 650 328
E sales@progressprinting.com.au
W www.progressprinting.com.au

Give us a call today!

